Converting the HiTorque Mini Mill to CNC

The LittleMachineShop HiTorque Mini Mill is relatively easy to convert to CNC. This document source of the things you need to do the conversion. We don’t know enough about any of these products or sources to make recommendations. These are simply sources we have identified that may be able to help you.

**Mechanical Elements**
These outfits advertise conversion kits that include the mechanical elements you need to convert a mini mill to CNC.
- [Heavy Metal CNC Conversion Kits](#)
- [cnc-minimill.com](#)

**Electronic Elements**
These firms have kits of the electronic elements you will need.
- [Automation Technology Inc.](#)
- [HobbyCNC](#)

**Software**
You will need Mach 3 software, available from Newfangled Solutions.
- [Newfangled Solutions](#)

**Miscellaneous**
You will need wire, crimp connectors, and other components to assemble the electronic and mechanical elements.